In this article we use an interplay between Newton series and binomial formulas in order to generate a number of series identities involving Cauchy numbers, harmonic numbers, Laguerre polynomials, and Stirling numbers of the first kind.
Introduction
The Newton interpolation series is a classical tool in analysis with important applications ( [10] , [15] ). In this paper, we use the Newton series in order to construct two summation formulas; the first one involving Cauchy numbers and the other one -Stirling numbers of the first kind. We obtain a number of series identities -closed form evaluations of several series involving Cauchy numbers together with harmonic numbers. We also present similar series with harmonic numbers and Stirling numbers of the first kind. The results are close to some classical results about such series.
The Cauchy numbers n c are defined by the generating function 0 (| | 1) ln ( 1) ! n n n c x x x x n ∞ = = < + ∑ and they can also be defines as an integral of the falling factorial (see equation (2) below). These numbers are called Cauchy numbers of the first kind by Comtet [9] . The numbers / ! n c n are called Bernoulli numbers of the second kind by some authors (see the comments in [3] ). In Milne-Thomson's book [15] the Cauchy numbers appear as ( ) (1) n n B on page 135. Blagouchine in his recent paper [2] used the notation / ! n n G c n = and the name Gregory coefficients for n G .
A detailed study of the Cauchy numbers n c and several interesting identities involving these numbers were presented by Merlini et al in [14] . Cauchy numbers were also studied by Liu et al. [13] and Zhao [22] .
The Cauchy numbers appear in some important formulas (like the Laplace summation formula in [15] ) where they act like a counterpart to the Bernoulli numbers in the Euler-Maclaurin formula.
The Stirling numbers of the first kind ( , ) s n k play a major role in this paper. They appeared for the first time in the works of James Stirling together with the Stirling numbers of the second kind ( , ) S n k (for historical remarks see [5] and [19] ( , ) s n k can be found in in Adamchik's paper [1] and in Section 2 of Blagouchine's paper [2] . Various results for series with Stirling numbers and harmonic numbers n H were recently obtained by Choi [8] and Wang and Lyu [20] .
To give the reader an idea of our identities, here are three samples 
Starting from the Newton interpolation series with simple nodes 0,1, 2,... n = we derive two special representations (Proposition 1 in Section 2 and Proposition 2 in Section 4). Using these two propositions and with the help of several binomial identities we generate a number of expansions involving Cauchy, harmonic, and Stirling numbers. Our results are presented in the form of examples. In Section 3 we work mostly with Cauchy numbers and in Section 4 we present series with Stirling numbers of the first kind and harmonic numbers. Section 5 contains a formula for series with Stirling numbers and Laguerre polynomials. Particular cases of this formula provide series with Laguerre polynomials and harmonic numbers.
The Newton interpolation series
We will use finite differences. Given an appropriate function ( ) f x , by definition we have
The Newton interpolation series for a given function ( ) f x is the representation of this function in terms of the polynomials
(see [5] , [10] , [15] , [16] ). Namely,
This is the case of simple nodes 0,1, 2... . The Newton series expansion is not as popular as the Taylor series. One reason for this is the difficulty to study the remainder and to determine the area of convergence. There are other difficulties too. For instance, if we apply (1) to the function ( ) sin(2 ) f x x π = , then (0) 0 n f ∆ = for 0 n ≥ and the series is identically zero. Alexander Gelfond has done a thorough study of Newton interpolation series in chapter 2 of his book [10] . Another study can be found in chapter 5 of Norlund's book [16] (see also pp. 302-304 in Milne-Thomson's book [15] ). The sufficient conditions for a function ( ) f z to be represented by such a series are too elaborate to list here, however, we can say that if the function is analytic in a region of the form Re ( ) z λ > for some λ and has moderate growth in that region, then the representation (1) holds for Re ( ) [14] and also Liu et al. [13] .
Integrating the series (1) term by term and using equation (3) we come to the most interesting formula
which clearly demonstrates the importance of the Cauchy numbers. This representation appears as equation (1) on page 277 in Jordan's book [12] . Note that in his book Jordan works with the numbers
It is easy to compute that
Replacing the finite differences by the binomial expression in (3) we come to the following proposition. Proposition 1. For appropriate functions ( ) f x we have the representation
As we shall see, this formula is a valuable tool for obtaining identities with Cauchy numbers.
Definition. The binomial transform of one sequence 0 1 , ,... a a is the new sequence defined by
The binomial transform of the sequence { ( )} f k is usually easier to compute compared to the computation of (0) n f ∆ so that formula (5) often works better than (3) . A table of binomial transform formulas can be found in [6] . Using such formulas we will generate a number of examples in the next section.
Here is one simple demonstration how (5) 
Series with Cauchy numbers and harmonic numbers
In this section we use Proposition 1 together with various binomial identities to generate series identities involving Cauchy numbers and harmonic numbers. 
Example 2. Let 0 m > be an integer. We take the function (the term for 0 n = in the first sum is zero and we can start the summation from 1 n = ). Thus (see [14] and also equation (44) on p. 413 in [2] ). We take ( )
We need also the identity ((9.4b) in [6] )
Then we compute
and (11) follows from (5) .
Like in the previous example we notice that Merlini, Sprugnoli and Verri [14] found (10) and (11) by using a symbolic Laplace summation formula. Blagouchine derived (11) from a special series transformation formula (p. 412 in [2] ). With the help of his formula he obtained also several more interesting representations of this kind. Two finite sums connecting Cauchy numbers and harmonic numbers can be found in [22] . Example 5. In this example we use the constant For this purpose we take the function ( 
Series with Stirling numbers of the first kind and harmonic numbers
In this section we assume that ( ) f z is a function analytic in some half plane Re( ) z λ > , where 0 λ < , and has moderate growth. Being analytic in a neighborhood of the origin, ( ) f z will be represented by a Taylor series centered at 0 z = . Now we will manipulate the representation (1) in a different way. We replace ( ) n z by 0 ( 1)... The identities (17) and (18) 
